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Abstract. Mobile autonomous robots are systems that on the one hand
are seriously constricted to processing power, energy consumption and
execution time, but on the other hand typically have to issue strict safety
guarantees. A robot must consume as little power and CPU cycles as
possible in order to maximize its sustainability but also its reactivity.
In addition, a robot has to operate under strict safety conditions as it
might inflict serious damage to the real world or even human beings.
Safety properties in robotic software are often proven at source code
or even model level. A well established methodology for improving execution time and energy consumption is that of compiler optimization.
When translating a given program into machine executable code, an optimizing compiler transforms the original program into an improved but
semantically equivalent one. Unfortunately, safety properties specified
and verified at source code level might be violated in a transformed program. Hence, aggressive compiler optimization is not suitable for stateof-the-art safety-critical robotic systems. This paper outlines ongoing
work on optimizing compilers that perform translation validation for all
executed program transformations. Consequently, the outcome of optimizing transformations is formally verified and therefore can be applied
to safety-critical robotic systems.
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Motivation

Autonomous mobile robotic systems are steadily growing in terms of number
but also of importance. Rescue operations in hazardous areas, surveillance or
reconnaissance missions in hostile environments, but also less spectacular but
nevertheless highly important tasks like auto-piloting of vehicles in public traffic
or service robots have already found their way into reality. In all these usecases robots closely interact with their environment, the real world. Although a
robot’s application has a high benefit, it also introduces high potential for serious
damage or even casualties in case of faulty or erroneous behavior. In consequence,
software for safety-critical systems has to be certified, which implies verification
of the over-all system and especially its software.
As the level of autonomy and mobility increases, energy consumption becomes
an important concern for robotic systems. By bringing their own battery (and
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hence leaving stationary power supplies behind) robotic systems have to be resource saving and energy aware. To maximize the sustainability (the time of
operation) of a mobile robot, energy saving hardware as much as resource aware
software becomes mandatory. In consequence, software has to be executed on
rather slow but low-power hardware. Additionally, reactive systems like robotic
devices demand calculations to terminate within reasonable time. As one can
easily see, software for robotic devices has to close the gap between cheap (in
terms of energy consumption) hardware and expensive (in terms of complexity
and runtime) algorithms.
One technique to improve software performance (less energy consumption, less
CPU cycles) on a given hardware platform is that of compiler optimization. An
optimizing compiler not only transforms a given source program into machine
executable form but also modifies or even rewrites the program in order to be
more efficient.
Unfortunately, software certification is often related to source code. Static properties, like for example bounds of array indices or loops, are checked at source
code level. Any following transformation from source code to machine executable
code is assumed to be correct as either a verified compiler is used, or a widely
used compiler (typically open source) is applied which is considered to be correct. Both cases are not satisfactory. Existing verified compilers typically cover
only a reduced subset of languages like C or C++ and do exist for selected target
platforms only. Widely used compilers tend do be modified frequently and every
modification has potential to introduce new flaws.
The solution we aim at is a compiler framework that performs optimizations but
provides a proof of correctness for each transformation in terms of the original
source code. Hence, all properties certified at source code level are proven to be
present within the optimized machine executable binary.
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Foundations for Correct Compilation

A compiler is a tool that translates a program from one representation into
another, typically from human readable source code into machine executable
binary code. In general two main directions for the verification of compilers can
be found in literature. One aims at a verified compiler, while the other aims at
verified translations.
Following the idea of a verified compiler [1–3], all algorithms used by the compiler
have to be formally proven. Then the compilers implementation has to be proven
with respect to the algorithms. As a result, a verified compiler is created and can
be trusted in terms of correct transformations. The down-side of this approach
is the rather high complexity in formalizing algorithms and sound theorems,
leading to high costs, little variability when it comes to distinct target platforms,
and little flexibility for future changes.
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The second approach does not aim at a verified compiler itself but at verified
results of a compiler run. This technique is called translation validation [4–6]
and verifies that the output of a compiler (the machine executable code) is a
correct translation of the source code fed into the compiler. The main difference
between these approaches is that in translation validation a valid proof can be
achieved even if the compiler is incorrect but performs the one correct translation that is validated. As the compiler is not subject to verification (typical for
translation validation) it might be altered without impact on costs and flexibility. However, there is a downside on translation validation: As only the result of
a specific translation/transformation is verified, the verification procedure has
to be applied to every single program transformed by the compiler.
Another approach to assure correctness of compiled programs is that of proofcarrying code (PCC) [7, 8]. Here, a compiler that has not to be verified transforms
the source program into machine executable code, and in addition generates
facts, which are used to reason about a program’s behavior before execution. In
that way, the execution environment is enabled to check if all constraints implied
by the source program’s semantic hold within the compiled program.
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The C3Pro Approach

Within research project C3Pro1 (Correct Compilers for Correct Application Specific Processors) we merge the translation validation approach with the proofcarrying code idea. However, in our approach the concept of proof-carrying code
is applied to intermediate code rather than to the final machine executable code.
Hence, in our case PCC constraints are not checked by the execution environment but by subsequent compiler phases.
Results of the Verifix project [9, 10] show that a complex transformation like
the translation of source code to machine executable code can be partitioned
into a sequence of smaller sub-transformations in such way that correctness can
be shown for every single sub-transformation. The overall transformation’s correctness is guaranteed if every sub-transformation is correct [11]. Consequently
we isolated a series of relevant and promising compiler passes and optimizations
within an full fledge industry C compiler2 in order to reassemble them to a
translation validation and PCC aware compiler that does correct compilation.
The original industry compiler exhibits 84 different passes with a total of 25
mandatory ones.
Figure 1 depicts the workflow within a compiler as proposed by our approach.
Source code (Src Code) is translated into an intermediate representation (IR
Code) by a specific compiler pass (CPass n). In addition the compiler pass emits
PCC facts (Witness) for the generated code. In C3Pro we have developed the
1
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Fig. 1. Workflow of Compilation

meta-language Hydra, which is used to hold both IR code and PCC facts. Every
compiler pass is followed by a verifier pass. The C3Pro verifiers check the correctness of the associated compiler pass taking the original program, the transformed
one, and the witness facts into account. This procedure is iteratively applied to
all passes. If all passes are correct, the over-all translation is correct.
By analyzing all passes of an industry C compiler, it turned out that only 4
types of verifiers, each representing one specific methodology, are needed for our
approach:
Graph Transformation: This type of verifier checks properties that are completely decoupled from a programs semantic. Specific nodes or even sub-trees
in a program’s abstract syntax tree are exchanged in accordance to predefined static rules. Arithmetic optimization is an example for a compiler pass
that can be validated by this type of verifier.
Fixed Point Iteration: Control flow or data flow properties can be calculated
and verified by calculating fixed points on a programs control flow graph
and abstract syntax tree. Loop-invariant code motion is an example for an
optimization that can be validated by this type of verifier.
Theorem Proving: Logic formulas typically derived from simulation traces in
state-transition systems are evaluated by a theorem prover. The SSA (static
single assignment) transformation is an example of a compiler pass that can
be covered by this type of verifier.
Abstract Execution of State-Transition Systems: By modeling the instructions’ semantic as abstract state machines, execution traces can be verified with respect to side effect freeness or semantic equivalency. Instruction
scheduling is one example of a compiler pass that can be validated by this
methodology.
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Most of these analyzers operate with almost linear complexity. However, those
that are not that nice in terms of run-time do not harm the usability of our
approach. Every single sub-transformation can be proven in isolation. A complete correctness proof has to be found only once after development is finished.
Therefore, time consuming verifiers can be run at the finalization phase of a
project, while all others can be calculated continuously.
A drawback of the proposed methodology is that we rely on the correctness of
verifiers and a theorem prover. Iff one of these tools is faulty, the result of the
verifiers becomes meaningless. Hence, those tools have to be considered ”trusted
code”. However, there is good reason to pursue our approach: Our trusted code
base contains rather simple and small tools that can be verified (even manually)
at rather low costs. In addition, these tools do not have to be verified if the
compiler is changed, rewritten, or even reworked from scratch. The trusted code
required for our approach is decoupled from the work pice, the compiler.
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Conclusion

Within this paper we discussed the relevance of correct optimizing compilers for
safety-critical robotic systems and issued a position statement on correct compilation. We outlined a methodology for translation validation in combination with
proof carrying code for intermediate representations in optimizing compilers. As
this work is preliminary and in progress future work will include the implementation of all verifiers for the selected mandatory passes in order to prove the
validity of our approach.
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